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Abstract. The Buzz, Squeak, and Rattle (BSR) noises coming from car body
parts are often caused by defective assembly. This paper presents an in-process
BSR noise detection system for car door trims. A car door trim is slowly pressed
down by a pneumatic pusher, and then the acoustic signals measured right above
the door trim and on the four corners of the noise detection workstation are
monitored for noise source localization by the time difference of arrival method
and the relative signal strengths. Finally, the energy of BSR noise is examined
by the discretized frequency information of the localized signals.
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1 Introduction

It has been reported that weak but still irritating noises coming from car body parts could
disturb driver’s attention, thereby incurring potential warranty claims. These noises are
usually caused by the friction and irregular contact of mating surfaces between car parts
due to defective parts, miss alignment, and incomplete assembly and called as BSR
(Buzz, Squeak, Rattle) noises [1]. Many automakers thus have conducted sampling
inspections by using an artificial vibration generator in an anechoic chamber.

This paper presents an in-process BSR noise detection system for car door trims.
We estimate the BSR noise source by the time difference of arrival method and the
relative signal strengths. The energy of BSR noise is examined by the discretized
frequency information of the localized signals. The practical test results with real car
door trims provide empirical support for the detection performance of the developed
system.

2 System Configuration

The in-process BSR noise detection system was developed by consisting of (i) a sensor
array of nine microphones, (ii) four parabolic microphones, (iii) a pneumatic pusher
controlled by a gantry robot, (iv) a data acquisition system (NI cDAQ-9178TM), and
(v) a noise detection software.

A car door trim is slowly pressed down by a pneumatic pusher, and we collected
the acoustic signals measured right above the door trim by a microphone array (called
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internal signals). Also the ambient sounds are collected with parabolic microphones on
the four corners of the noise detection workstation.

2.1 Data Acquisition

The proposed in-process BSR detection procedure consists of the three main phases:
(i) noise reduction, (ii) noise source localization, and (iii) abnormal noise detection.
First, internal signals and external signals are collected from the sensor array and the
parabolic microphones respectively. The inspection process noise, for example,
movement noises of the pneumatic cylinder and actuators, was collected during the real
inspection processes with a healthy car door trim for each 2 s recording time (Fig. 1).

2.2 Noise Reduction

The objective of this step is to reduce the external noises from the collected internal
signal. In order to subtract the spectrum of the external noises, we apply a spectral
subtraction method with the predefined attenuation factors. The spectrum of the
denoised signal is then given by the multiplying the spectrum of internal signals and the
attenuation factors. The attenuation factors here can be obtained by using the average
of the time-frequency coefficients of the internal signal. However, in order to minimize
musical noise after spectral subtraction, we used the empirical Weiner attenuation rule
and can get the S, the spectrum of denoised signal as follows [2]:
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Fig. 1. The in-process BSR noise detection system.
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where the over-subtraction factors are b1; b2 � 0; k� 1 k� 1, and n is signal-to-noise
ratio of the power spectrum. Note that we used the soft-thresholding method for
determining the over-subtraction factors, and hence the following values are specified:
b1 ¼ 0:5; b2 ¼ 1, and k ¼ 5.

2.3 Noise Source Localization

To examine the existence of unknown external noise, we localize noise sources by
applying a hyperbolic function with the Time Difference Of Arrivals (TDOA) method,
which is widely used for estimation of noise source location [3, 4]. We obtain a
hyperbola by using the position information of a pair of microphones in the array and
the arrival delay time. Generalized Cross-Correlation with Phase Transform method
(GCC-PHAT) [5] is employed for efficient computation of delay time of arrival for
noisy data.

Note that a hyperbola here implies the loci of possible locations of a noise source
from the perspective of the total nine pairs of microphones. Then, we finally identify
the location of a noise source by computing the average of intersection coordinates
between all hyperbolas.

We consider that powerful source exists inside of the station. If the estimated
location is outside of the array, we consider the powerful source exists outside of the
station.

2.4 Abnormal Noise Detection

We investigate the existence of unknown internal noise in the denoised signal. To do
this, the average energy of the signals captured during the 150 times inspection pro-
cesses with a healthy car door trim is used as a reference.

The reference energy information for all microphones are compared with the energy
information of the current localized internal signal. Any significant difference between
the two energy information will lead us to conclude that an unknown internal noise, i.e.
BSR noise, is detected.

3 Experimental Results

We conducted the inspection experiments with two types of car door trim: a faulty door
trim known to emit a BSR noise and a healthy door trim. The inspection was done 96
times for each type of door trim. The result summarized in Table 1 shows that the
correct decision rates for the faulty and the healthy door trims are 96.8% and 90.6%
respectively. Nonetheless, the number of incorrect decisions cannot be negligible. As
mentioned earlier, the spectral subtraction still left musical noises that often result in
arbitrary energy value of a signal. Therefore, for the future study, we need to enhance
the spectral subtraction method and develop a more detailed energy representation
method for a signal.
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4 Conclusion

This study presented the in-process BSR noise detection system for car door trims,
which analyses acoustic signals acquired by a microphone array and parabolic
microphones. The signal analysis was carried out by noise reduction and localization
using a spectral subtraction method and a hyperbolic TDOA approach, followed by
abnormal internal noise detection by the energy comparison of signals. The total 192
inspection results with real car door trims demonstrated the detection performance of
the developed system.

For the future study, we will enhance the noise reduction method and develop a
more detailed energy representation method for a signal. The localization method was
applied only to check for the presence of external noise sources in this study. We will
develop the method that can precisely estimate the defect location of the product in the
process. We will also validate the system configuration by rearrangement of micro-
phones and redesign of the pneumatic pusher.
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Table 1. The experimental results of the total 192 inspections.

Faulty door trim Healthy door trim

Hit 93 0
Miss 3 0
False alarm 0 9
Correct rejection 0 87
Total 96 96
Correct decision (%) 96.8% 90.6%
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